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To all interested Stakeholders 
To whom it may concern 

 

In November 2018, Bologna Airport submitted the project CYRANO-Cyber Awareness diploma under the 
CEF-Telecom call. We are glad to inform you that the project was positively evaluated. The activities started 
in July 2019 and will continue for 24 months.  

The project was thought to implement an innovative mix of a technological e-learning tool (in multiple 
languages) and organizational procedure upgrades (Training integrated quality procedures), focused and 
tailored on critical infrastructures and essential services operators. CYRANO aims to increase awareness 
among employees, considered as IT network access points and often target of attacks to the cyber security of 
companies. It is therefore needed to train and prepare them in cybersecurity and cyber awareness fields as 
employees represent the “first line of defence” of company network and their behaviour can strongly affect its 
resilience. At the end of the process, a first Cyber Awareness Diploma will be issues, needed to operate in the 
airport IT systems. 

The followed approach is in line with EU Policy and Laws. 

The project activities foresee the establishment of a Stakeholders network including local, national and 
international actors interested to project activities and results: we are then asking your availability to be part 
of this working group. 

The related commitment can be estimated in: 
-  a kick-off meeting of the Stakeholders group to be held in webinar mode in which Bologna Airport will 

illustrate the chosen approach and the methodology, to be held predictably in October 2020 (about 4 hours); 
-  the anonymous compilation of a short self-assessment questionnaire on cyber risks preparedness (30 mins); 
-  a meeting (for which remote participation will also be available) to share the CYRANO test results and 

focus on recommendations to "replicate" the initiative, to be held predictably in March 2021. 

In May 2021, at project end, a workshop/conference open to public will be organised, to which will be invited 
all the contributors to project activities. 

Should you be interested to join the Stakeholders Group, please contact us at cyrano@bologna-airport.it.  

Kindest regards,   

  

 CYRANO Executive Committee 

 
 
“It takes 20 years to build a reputation and a 
few minutes of cyber-incident to ruin it”.” 

Stéphane Nappo, CISO di OVH and winner of the 
Global Chief Information Security Prize 2018 

      Luigi Ricchi          Dora Ramazzotti 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/tag/cyber-security

